
Hello and Good afternoon! I hope this finds you well and enjoying God’s blessings. It has been a busy couple 
weeks, full of new lessons and exciting experiences. I left Sunday afternoon from Chicago to Frankfurt 
Germany for a sixteen hour layover! I was initially nervous leaving Chicago because I had never flown 
Internationally on my own before, but God blessed me with new friendships on the plane. One other 
passenger became my travel buddy after we realized how much we had in common and decided to enjoy 
Frankfurt together. (Attached below is a picture of us departing from the train station) 
 

 
 
God blessed us with an amazing time, full of beautiful scenery! 
 

    
 



 

 
 

 
 
 



From Frankfurt, I flew to Amman Jordan. I did not arrive until around three in the morning on May 16th, but 
was soon confronted with my first obstacle in Jordan. My luggage was not put on the right plane, so I had to 
go through three days living out of my carry-on. Luckily, when I did receive my luggage, nothing was missing 
or tampered with (Praise be unto God!). It was very dark when I arrived, but I have seen a large amount of the 
capital and Madaba already!  

 
 

 



 
 
 
Below is a picture of a Middle Eastern Classic, Shawarma :)  

 
 



In my time here, I have become my host missionaries “assistant” until the others arrive in about a week. We 
have already visited several Christian refugee families, delivering much needed assistance, begun setting up 
an English curriculum, teenage program for the community, and shopped for apartments :) I have learned a 
lot from just observing, and been able to grow in my understanding of the Middle Eastern Culture here in 
Jordan. Currently, I am sitting here going through the English curriculum we are going to use, trying to decide 
how best to implement it. 
 
Prayer Requests: 
* Pray for the Nance family that I am staying with! They are an amazing family trying to follow God’s great 
commission, and could use encouragement. Pray that their marriage stays strong and the Enemy cannot 
undermine their commitment to each other and God’s will! 
* Pray for the programs we are beginning to design for the youth of the local church! Pray that we come in as 
learners who serve to encourage the local believers and not pretend to have all of the answers! 
* Pray for the other interns this week as they begin training tomorrow at Team Expansion Headquarters in 
Louisville! 
* I have felt under the weather recently, so pray that I quickly recover and begin integrating into the local 
culture as much as I can in the short time I am here. 
 
 
STILL WANTING TO GIVE?  
- Follow the link attached below, and fill out the information asked for. In the Missionary/Project Box, please 
put (Drew Grimm, Jordan Quest 2017). 
https://p2p.paperlesstrans.com/default.aspx?i=te 
 

https://p2p.paperlesstrans.com/default.aspx?i=te

